The crystal structure coordinates of the hepatitis C virus NS3 protease (HCVpro) were used to develop an homology model of the dengue 2 virus NS3 protease (DEN2pro ) may associate directly with NS3. Modelling also suggests that the substrate binds in an extended conformation to the solvent-exposed surface of the protease, with a P1-binding site that is significantly different from its HCV counterpart. The model described in this study not only reveals unique features of the flavivirus protease but also provides a structural basis for both cofactor and substrate binding that should prove useful in the early design and development of inhibitors.
Introduction
Dengue viruses infect up to 20 million people annually and are a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in tropical and sub-tropical regions throughout the world (World Health Organization, 1996) . Like other flaviviruses, the dengue viruses are enveloped and contain a single, positive-sense RNA genome of about 11 kb that encodes a large polyprotein precursor. Co-and post-translational proteolytic processing gives rise to three structural and at least seven non-structural proteins, in the gene order NH # -C-prM-E-NS1-NS2A-NS2B-NS3-NS4A-NS4B-NS5-COOH ( Fig. 1 ; . Flavivirus replication is dependent on correct cleavage of this polypeptide and requires both host cell proteases and a virus-encoded, two-component protease, NS2B-NS3 (Falgout et al., 1991) . NS2B-NS3 has been shown to cleave in cis at the Author for correspondence : Paul Young.
Fax j61 7 32531401. e-mail p.young!mailbox.uq.edu.au NS2A\NS2B and NS2B\NS3 junctions and in trans at the NS3\NS4A and NS4B\NS5 sites (Chambers et al., 1990 b ; Preugschat et al., 1990 Preugschat et al., , 1991 . In addition, NS2B-NS3 also mediates cleavage within the viral proteins C, NS3 and NS4A (Lobigs, 1993 ; Arias et al., 1993 ; Teo & Wright, 1997 ; Lin et al., 1993) . Proteolytic processing of the remaining sites is carried out by a number of host proteases (Fig. 1) . Signal peptidase cleaves at the C\prM, prM\E, E\NS1 and NS4A\NS4B junctions (Speight et al., 1988 ; Nowak et al., 1989) , while an unknown host protease, shown to reside in the endoplasmic reticulum, is responsible for cleavage of the NS1\NS2A site (Falgout & Markoff, 1995) . The cleavage of prM to generate the M protein is mediated late in virion maturation by furin in a post-Golgi acidic compartment (Stadler et al., 1997) .
The presence of a trypsin-like serine protease within the Nterminal one-third of the flavivirus NS3 protein was first proposed by Bazan & Fletterick (1989 and Gorbalenya et al. (1989) . Their analysis of virus sequence alignments revealed that structural motifs as well as the characteristic Fig. 1 . Flavivirus polyprotein processing. The upper schematic shows cleavage sites on the polyprotein cleaved by hostencoded proteases (arrows below) and the virus-encoded protease complex NS2B-NS3 (arrows above). Secondary cleavage at sites within individual proteins are shown as dotted arrows. The NS2B cofactor and the proteolytic domain of NS3 (NS3pro) are shaded, with the lower schematic highlighting key features. These include the catalytic triad of NS3 (asterisks), conserved hydrophobic domains of NS2B (solid boxes) and a 40 amino acid hydrophilic region (black bar) shown to be the minimal requirement for functional NS2B cofactor involvement in the catalytic activity of NS3.
catalytic triad (His-Asp-Ser) of mammalian serine proteases were conserved in all flaviviruses. Subsequent biochemical studies confirmed the location of the protease activity within the N-terminal 180 residues of NS3 (Chambers et al., 1990 b ; Preugschat et al., 1990) and site-directed mutagenesis experiments verified the critical requirement for the predicted catalytic triad residues (Chambers et al., 1990 b ; Wengler et al., 1991) . Co-expression studies demonstrated that the proteolytic activity of NS3 appeared to be dependent on the presence of NS2B (Falgout et al., 1991) , with the essential domain responsible for this cofactor activity being localized to a central, 40 amino acid hydrophilic sequence (Falgout et al., 1993) . The consensus substrate-cleavage motif for this twocomponent protease consists of a pair of dibasic amino acids at the P2 and P1 positions followed by a small, non-branched amino acid at P1h .
Crystal structures of serine proteases encoded by members of both the Togaviridae (Choi et al., 1991 (Choi et al., , 1997 and the Flaviviridae (Love et al., 1996 ; Kim et al., 1996 ; Yan et al., 1998) have been reported. However, only the crystal structure of the NS3 protease of hepatitis C virus (HCV) (Kim et al., 1996 ; Yan et al., 1998) incorporates a virus-encoded cofactor, as found in the flaviviruses. The basic features of that protease are two sixstranded β-barrel domains, characteristic of the chymotrypsinlike fold, that are separated by a linker region. In addition, there is an intimately bound structural peptide encoded by NS4A that functions as the cofactor-equivalent of NS2B in the flaviviruses. The potential of using these structural data to extrapolate to proteases encoded by other members of the Flaviviridae was recently addressed (Ryan et al., 1998) . Our goal in this study was to develop a structural model of the dengue 2 virus NS3 protease (DEN2pro) based on both sequence and structural homology with the HCV NS3 protease (HCVpro) crystal structure, in order to gain early insight into the structure and function of the protease and its likely binding to substrates and cofactors and thus facilitate substrate-based inhibitor design. The derived model has allowed us to identify : (i) a 12-residue domain of NS2B that probably constitutes the main cofactor interaction with NS3 ; (ii) a possible salt bridge in DEN2pro that substitutes for the structure-stabilizing zincbinding motif ; and (iii) putative interactions between DEN2pro and its substrates.
Methods
The sequence of DEN2pro (strain NGC) used in these studies was derived from clones generated and sequenced in this laboratory. Other sequences used in the study were : HCV strain BK (Yan et al., 1998) , dengue virus [type 1, Fu et al. (1992) ; type 3, Osatomi & Sumiyoshi (1990) ; type 4, Mackow et al. (1987) ], West Nile virus (WNV) (Castle et al., 1986) , Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) (Sumiyoshi et al., 1987) and yellow fever virus (YFV) (Rice et al., 1985) . The model of DEN2pro described in this study uses the crystal structure of HCVpro (Yan et al., 1998) as a template. The atomic coordinates were obtained from the pdb file 1jxp, representing the crystal structure of the complex between HCVpro and a synthetic oligopeptide corresponding to residues Gly#"-Arg$% of the NS4A cofactor.
The alignment of sequences was optimized manually to produce a maximum number of matches of core aliphatic and aromatic residues (Trp, Phe, Tyr) in the regions of putative secondary structure, along with conserved glycine and proline residues and the regions surrounding the catalytic histidine, aspartate and serine residues (Fig. 2) . Where gaps were present in the sequences, these were restricted to the loop regions. Gaps were kept to a minimum consistent with the other criteria.
The Homology module of the Insight II software package (Molecular Simulations) was used for the homology modelling based on the optimized alignment. The aligned sequences were segregated into structurally conserved regions (SCRs) and loops. SCRs are defined as regions of secondary structure, namely α-helices and β-sheets. The Homology program copies the coordinates of the backbone atoms and β-carbons from the SCRs of the template protein to the protein being modelled and new side-chains are added. Where the loop regions in the two proteins have the same number of residues, the coordinates of the modelled protein are produced in the same way. In five loop locations, C0\D0, B1\C1, A2\B2, B2\C2 and C2\helix α b , the two proteases differed in the number of residues, and therefore the coordinates of 
* Obtained from the Brookhaven database. † Deviation provides a measure of the similarity in the distances between the open ends of the loops. ‡ RMSD refers to the match in conformation between the tails of the selected loop and those of the model.
DEN2pro at these locations could not be copied directly from the HCVpro structure. The B1\C1 loop is particularly short. In these cases, the Homology function Loop Search was used to locate suitable loop structures from the Brookhaven database that could be used to splice into the model. The criteria for loop selection were the correct number of residues in the loop, the distance between the ends, and the secondary structure adjacent to both ends. In each case, ten loop structures were presented and the final choice was made on the best fit, as assessed predominantly by the deviation and root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) values. Deviation refers to how closely the loop matches the distance between the open ends. RMSD provides a measure of how well the conformation of the ' tails ' (the five residues either side of the loop) of the selected loop match the ' tails ' on the model being constructed. In both cases, the smaller the number the better, and it should be 2n0. The loop splice function is used to repair the omega angles and distances of where the loops are joined, to 180 m and 1n34 A H , respectively. The loop selections at the five locations are shown in Table 1 . Following the initial determination of the coordinates of DEN2pro plus NS2B cofactor, the model was energy-minimized, employing the Discover module, using steepest descents and conjugate gradients. These minimizations produce a model with correct bond lengths and bond angles and where individual atoms are not too close together. During the initial minimizations, the backbone atoms of the SCRs of DEN2pro were kept fixed. Loop atoms were not fixed, and the final conformations of the loops are usually altered significantly from their original structures as found by Loop Search or homology modelling.
The putative cofactor domain of NS2B was modelled on the structure of the HCV NS4A cofactor as a template. Only 12 residues of the cofactor are resolved in the HCV NS3-NS4A complex crystal structure and the putative 12 residue equivalent of NS2B was determined on the basis of sequence alignment and conserved hydrophobic character, as discussed below.
To assess the validity of the model, we performed a Profiles 3D analysis (Lu$ thy et al., 1992) using Insight II software, which provides an estimate of the number of misfolded residues. For the enzyme-cofactor complex only nine misfolded residues were identified. The analysis yielded a value of 62n5, well within the acceptable range of 37n5-83n4 for a protein of equivalent size, indicating the reliability of the model.
Results and Discussion

Structural model of DEN2pro
The HCV protease crystallized by Yan et al. (1998) constitutes the N-terminal 179 residues of NS3. The corresponding sequence of DEN2pro modelled in this paper consists of the N-terminal 175 residues (Fig. 2) . Secondary structure elements (α-helices and β-strands) are represented schematically and labelled according to chymotrypsin notation. Identical residues are shown in bold. Overall identity between the two sequences is only 14n8 %, but this figure is misleadingly low. The regions surrounding the putative catalytic residues or ' homology boxes ' (boxes 1-3 in Fig. 2 ), as defined by Bazan & Fletterick (1989) , along with some of the β-strands, particularly βE2 (box 4), which is involved in substrate interactions, show a high level of identity. In other regions, notably the B1 and B2 strands, the inter-domain linker and the C-terminal helix, sequence identity is particularly low. The derived homology model may be less accurate in these locations. Fig. 2 also shows the NS3pro sequences of a selection of other flaviviruses, with a level of residue conservation, particularly in regions of secondary structure, which suggests that the model may be broadly applicable to flavivirus serine proteases.
The amino acid sequence of DEN2pro can accommodate the same α-helices and β-sheets as HCVpro (Fig. 2) , with a three-dimensional structure comprising two protein domains that adopt a chymotrypsin-like fold (Fig. 3) . The N-terminal domain 1 (residues 31-79) is a β-barrel structure consisting of six β-strands, βA1-βF1, and one α-helix, α a , which lies between βC1 and βD1. Domain 2 (residues 97-161) is also a β-barrel consisting of six β-stands, βA2-βF2 plus a helix, α b , located between βC2 and βD2. There is also an N-terminal extension to Secondary structure elements, labelled in accordance with chymotrypsin notation, are underlined and represented schematically above the alignment. Residues conserved between the HCV and DEN2 sequences are shown in bold, as are those residues completely conserved amongst the other flaviviruses. Residues in common with the DEN2 sequence are shown as dots, with gaps introduced into the sequence to optimize alignment as dashes. The boxes labelled 1-4 identify regions of significant similarity surrounding the catalytic triad residues (boxes 1-3) and residues likely to be involved in substrate binding (boxes 3 and 4), as originally proposed by Bazan & Fletterick (1989) .
domain 1 consisting of two β-strands, βA0 and βD0, plus a helix, α ! (residues 1-30), which extends the domain 1 β-barrel, an inter-domain linker (residues 80-96) and a C-terminal helix, α c (residues 162-175). The residues that constitute the catalytic triad of HCVpro (His&(, Asp)" and Ser"$*) have equivalents in DEN2pro in His&", Asp(& and Ser"$&. Although these residues are located in different protein domains (His&" and Asp(& in domain 1 and Ser"$& in domain 2), the triad comes together along a cleft formed at the interface between the two domains (Fig. 3) .
One striking difference between HCVpro and the flavivirus NS3 protease is the structural association of a zinc ion in the former. A metal-binding motif in HCVpro was first proposed by De Francesco et al. (1996) and subsequently confirmed in the crystal structures (Love et al., 1996 ; Kim et al., 1996 ; Yan et al., 1998) . Zinc binds to HCVpro via tetrahedral coordination to four ligands, Cys*(, Cys**, Cys"%& and a water molecule within hydrogen-bonding distance of the His"%* side-chain (Fig. 4 b ; Love et al., 1996) . These residues are located in the loop region separating the two domains (Cys*( and Cys**) and in the βD2-βE2 turn (Cys"%& and His"%*). The zinc ion is too far away from the active site of HCVpro to do anything other than stabilize the structure by holding the two protease domains together. This structural feature is similar to the role played by disulphide bridges in many other serine proteinases (e.g. Cys"$'-Cys#!" in elastase), which also anchor the βD2-βE2 turn to the inter-barrel loop (Love et al., 1996) . For DEN2pro it would appear that, instead of a zinc-binding site, there may be a salt bridge (Fig. 4 a) consisting of Glu*$ and Lys"%& (instead of Cys** and His"%* in HCVpro). Such a salt bridge may provide structural stability and also explain the metalindependence of enzyme activity for DEN2pro. Significantly, all dengue virus protease sequences contain these same two charged residues. These residues are not completely conserved in all flaviviruses however, and for these there may be alternative structure-stabilizing interactions within this region.
Interactions between DEN2pro and NS2B cofactor
A cofactor is required for enzyme activity of HCVpro and this is supplied by downstream residues in NS4A (Bartenschlager et al., 1994) . Biochemical, mutagenesis and peptidebased studies have revealed that a relatively short, central hydrophobic region of NS4A (Gly#"-Lys$% ; see upper panel in Fig. 5 a) is all that is required for NS3pro binding and protease activation (Lin et al., 1995 ; Butkiewicz et al., 1996) . The ability of a short synthetic peptide to provide the complete cofactor requirement in trans (Lin et al., 1995) prompted its inclusion in the crystal structure determination of the catalytically active HCV protease complex, NS3pro-NS4 [Gly#"-Pro$* in Kim et al. (1996) ; Gly#"-Arg$% in Yan et al. (1998) ]. These studies showed that the NS4A peptide forms an extended β-strand that is sandwiched between βA0-α ! and βA1 of NS3pro (see Fig. 3 ). Indeed, the N-terminal domain of NS3pro acts as a sort of flap to bury the cofactor sequences within a hydrophobic core. As a consequence, the cofactor is probably an integral structural component of the complex and almost certainly plays a significant role in the overall stabilization of NS3pro (see below). All of the contacts with NS3pro span the region encompassing residues Gly#"-Ser$# of NS4A (Kim et al., 1996) , with all but two of the main-chain carbonyl or amide groups between residues Val#$ and Leu$" being involved in hydrogen bonding.
Flavivirus-encoded proteases also require the association of a cofactor for optimal catalytic activity (Falgout et al., 1991 ; Bartenschlager et al., 1994) . However, this cofactor requirement is supplied for flavivirus proteases either in cis or trans by upstream sequences of the NS2B protein. Detailed biochemical studies and deletion analyses have mapped the region of NS2B required for NS3pro activity to a central, hydrophilic 40 amino acid domain (Lys&%-Glu*$ ; Fig. 5 a, lower panel) in an otherwise relatively hydrophobic protein (Falgout et al., 1993 ; Clum et al., 1997) .
In searching for a shorter cofactor region of the dengue virus NS2B analogous to the minimum NS4A cofactor sequence of HCVpro, we focussed on a hydrophobic stretch of residues, Gly(!-Glu)", located within the previously determined hydrophilic cofactor domain (Fig. 5 a, lower panel) . A similarly located hydrophobic region is present in the NS2B protein of all flaviviruses. This region also shared some sequence similarity with the HCV NS4A protein (highlighted in bold in Fig. 5 a) . We used this sequence to model the NS2B cofactor interaction with DEN2pro (Fig. 6 a) . The model was constructed in situ as part of the complex, so docking of the two models was unnecessary. The interactions between DEN2pro and the NS2B cofactor are similar to those described for the interactions between HCVpro and its cofactor, with most of the interactions involving homologous residues in the two complexes (Figs 3 and 6 a) . The putative NS2B cofactor is marginally more hydrophilic than its NS4A counterpart, which is reflected in some novel, mostly hydrogen-bond interactions. The model predicts that the phenolic hydroxyl of Tyr%" forms a hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl of Ser(# of the NS2B cofactor, while the methylene of Ser(# sits in a hydrophobic pocket made up of Leu&), Tyr(* and Ile$'. Leu&) may play a central role in forming the hydrophobic pocket, and is conserved in HCV as Leu'#.
For HCVpro, Val"!& and Val$" form part of another hydrophobic pocket, which interacts with Ile#* of the NS4A cofactor. The equivalent of Val"!& in DEN2pro is Glu"!", and this may be hydrogen-bonded to the hydroxyl of Thr() of the cofactor, while the methyl group of this residue could bind to a hydrophobic pocket consisting of Leu$" (the equivalent of Val$" of HCVpro) and Pro"!'. Glu"!" may also form a hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl of Ser)! of the cofactor. Other hydrogen-bond interactions include the main-chain carbonyl of Val( with the hydroxyl of Ser('. Ser(' also hydrogen bonds with the methylene of Tyr$$. Other potential hydrophobic NS2B cofactor-DEN2pro interactions are Pro($-Met&*, Leu(&-Pro"!, Ile ((-Val( and Ile(*-Val( and -Trp&. Experiments examining the role of NS2B and NS4A cofactors indicate that in addition to activating proteolytic activity, they both serve to promote membrane association of the NS3 complex (Tanji et al., 1995 ; Clum et al., 1997) . Indeed, cryoimmunoelectron microscopy studies have recently suggested that functional NS2B-NS3 proteolytic activity may in fact be compartmentalized to specific membranous structures (Westaway et al., 1997) . For HCV, the 20 N-terminal hydrophobic residues of NS4A (Fig. 5 a, upper panel) are predicted to form a membrane-spanning helix (Rost et al., 1995) that could serve to anchor NS4A and the protease complex to the cellular membrane. A similar mechanism may operate for NS2B, although it would be slightly more complex.
The interaction of both NS3pro and cellular membranes with NS2B may be described in terms of the hydrophobicity profile of NS2B (Fig. 5 ). There are seven major domains in NS2B that can be separated on the basis of their relative hydrophobicity (domains I to VII in Fig. 5 a, b) . As the NS2A\NS2B junction is cleaved by the viral protease located on the cytosolic side of the cellular membrane, this site must be similarly orientated. The first two hydrophobic domains (I and II) of NS2B are likely to function as a double anchor that would tether the protein in the membrane and also deliver the central cofactor domain (represented by the boxed region in the lower panel of Fig. 5 a) to the cytosol for interaction with NS3pro. The core hydrophobic residues (domain IV) proposed in this study to interact with NS3pro are flanked by two hydrophilic stretches (domains III and V) that together comprise the recognized cofactor domain (Leu&%-Glu*$ ; Falgout et al., 1993) .
A direct comparison with NS4A reveals that domain V shares a highly charged, acidic character (rich in Glu residues) with downstream hydrophilic sequences in NS4A (open boxes in Fig. 5 a) . However, it is interesting to note the absence of a stretch of hydrophilic residues N-terminal of the core NS4A cofactor domain, as is found in NS2B (domain III). The importance of this upstream domain was clearly demonstrated in both cell-free translation and transient expression studies of deletion mutants of the YFV NS2B . In that study, the deletion of as few as three or five residues surrounding the N terminus of this hydrophilic domain abolished cofactor activity.
The specific function of these flanking sequences in NS2B is unknown. However, it is possible that they may contribute additional and essential points of contact between the protease complex and substrate. Alternatively, their function may be simply to present the central hydrophobic core for interaction with NS3pro. It should be noted that the majority of published studies that have analysed the minimal sequence of NS2B required for NS3pro activation have involved the expression of deletion mutants. It is possible that deletions within the flanking hydrophilic regions merely alter the tertiary folding of NS2B such that the hydrophobic domain identified in this study is not accessible for association with NS3pro. In vitro protease activation studies, similar to those carried out for NS4A (Lin et al., 1995 ; Butkiewicz et al., 1996) , with small synthetic peptide cofactors and substrates have yet to be performed for the flavivirus NS2B. Our model would predict that by analogy with NS4A, NS2B peptides encompassing residues Gly(!-Gly)$ may be sufficient to function as a peptide cofactor in vitro. The remaining domains identified in the hydrophobic profile of NS2B include a relatively long stretch of hydrophobic residues (domain VI), which is likely to function as an intramembrane domain similar to that of the caveolins (Parton et al., 1996) . The short hydrophilic stretch at the C terminus of NS2B (domain VII) would then serve to deliver the NS2B\NS3 junction to the activated protease for cis cleavage.
Another function of the NS2B cofactor may be to link and stabilize the two domains of the enzyme. Energy minimization of DEN2pro alone results in the two domains drifting apart, with the catalytic serine moving away from the other members of the catalytic triad. In this context, it is worth noting the differences in the crystal structures of HCVpro determined in the presence (Kim et al., 1996 ; Yan et al., 1998) and absence (Love et al., 1996) of the NS4A peptide cofactor. In the latter structure, one member of the catalytic triad, Asp)", is orientated away from the other two residues. A hypothetical model of the kinetics of NS4A complex formation with HCVpro has recently been proposed (Love et al., 1998) and provides a structural explanation for the substantial tertiary rearrangements, particularly in the N terminus of HCVpro, induced during cofactor binding.
Substrate modelling
The substrate specificity of the flavivirus protease is fundamentally different from that of HCVpro. While HCVpro recognizes cysteine or threonine residues at the P1 position in the substrate, the flavivirus equivalent recognizes a pair of basic residues in the P1 and P2 positions. In both cases, the cleavage site is followed by a small, non-branched amino acid at P1h (Rice et al., 1986 ; Biedrzycka et al., 1987 ; Speight et al., 1988 ; Grakoui et al., 1993) . It is not surprising, therefore, that modelling of substrate interactions with DEN2pro (Fig. 6 b) reveals differences from those proposed for HCVpro (Kim et al., 1996 ; Love et al., 1996) . Nevertheless, both enzymes share structural features in common with other chymotrypsin-like proteases at the site of substrate interaction. The locations of the catalytic triad residues are highly conserved, as are the positions of the main-chain amides Gly"$$ and Ser"$& (Gly"$( and Ser"$* in HCVpro ; Gly"*$ and Ser"*& in chymotrypsin) that form the oxyanion hole. The twisted β-strand, βE2, that parallels the substrate backbone and contributes to substrate binding (Edwards & Bernstein, 1994) is also well conserved between the proteases. The relative importance of this strand in substrate interactions is evidenced both by the almost complete conservation of residues amongst the flaviviruses in this region (Tyr"&!-Val"&% ; Fig. 2) and by recent mutagenesis studies demonstrating loss of catalytic activity with all but the most conservative of amino acid substitutions (Valle & Falgout, 1998) .
In common with HCVpro, DEN2pro has substantially shorter loop regions between βE1 and the catalytic Asp(& and between βB2 and βC2 than other members of the chymotrypsin family. These loop regions are involved in crucial contacts with substrate residues (Kim et al., 1996) and their absence from the viral proteases results in the substrate being essentially ' spreadeagled ' over the face of a relatively solvent-exposed binding domain (Fig. 6 b, c) . There are no substantial pockets for the amino acid side-chains of the substrate to bind to but rather, it appears to cling to the surface of the enzyme in an extended β-strand interaction (Fig. 6 c) . Indeed, detailed analyses of hundreds of serine, cysteine, metallo-and aspartic proteases reveals that all such proteases recognize substrates and inhibitors in only the extended conformation (Reid & Fairlie, 1997 ; Fairlie et al., 1998) . This explains why folded elements of secondary structure are resistant to proteolytic degradation while denatured proteins or unfolded segments are degraded. The substrate-cleavage site modelled in this study covers the junction between the DEN2 virus proteins NS2B and NS3 (EVKKQR AG). Structural comparisons of the P1-binding sites of members of the chymotrypsin-fold serine proteases suggest that substrate specificity is determined by a cluster of residues located near the catalytic serine (Perona & Craik, 1995) . For HCVpro, the small hydrophobic specificity pocket for P1 is formed by the residues Leu"$&, Phe"&% and Ala"&( (Love et al., 1996) . The equivalent residues in DEN2pro are Ser"$", Tyr"&! and Gly"&$ (Fig. 2) . However, in our model, Ser"$" does not appear to play a role in substrate binding, a finding which is consistent with both a lack of conservation of this residue amongst the flaviviruses (Fig. 2) and mutagenesis studies which indicate that substitutions at this site do not affect proteolytic activity (Valle & Falgout, 1998) . Tyr"&! appears to lie beneath the backbone of the substrate as a sort of platform under the β-methylenes of the P1 and P3 side- chains, with its phenolic hydroxyl possibly hydrogen bonding with one of the backbone components. This residue is highly conserved in the flaviviruses, with mutagenesis studies revealing that only a conservative Phe substitution is tolerated (Valle & Falgout, 1998) . As with Ser"$", Gly"&$ does not appear to be involved in the definition of substrate specificity for DEN2pro. Nevertheless, the amino and carbonyl groups of Gly"&$ are within hydrogen-bonding distance of P3, suggesting the importance of this residue in overall substrate binding. Again, mutagenesis studies support this observation, with substitutions not being tolerated. The substrate specificity of DEN2pro at the P1 position is similar to that of trypsin in recognizing basic lysine or arginine residues. This is defined for trypsin by an acidic Asp residue at position 189, six residues before the catalytic Ser"*&, which forms a salt bridge with the lysine or arginine. Significantly, DEN2pro has an equivalent Asp at position 129, six residues before the catalytic Ser"$&, that is totally conserved in all flavivirus NS3 sequences determined to date. Based on observations with the HCVpro crystal structure, Love et al. (1996) suggested that this Asp residue may be located at the bottom of the P1 pocket for the flavivirus NS3, as is the case for thrombin. Our model suggests, however, that Asp"#* lies at the end of a P1-binding trough (Fig. 6 c) . The conformation of the α b helix (Gly"#"-Gly"$#) in DEN2pro is different from that of the equivalent region of HCVpro, Arg""*-Pro"$", with adjustments in the orientation of Asp"#* being required to bring it within hydrogen-bonding distance of P1. It should be noted however that substitutions in this residue are well tolerated. Valle & Falgout (1998) suggested that these results could be explained by the substituted amino acids still retaining contact with the substrate via a water molecule. Alternatively, given the specificity of flavivirus proteases for two basic residues at the P1 and P2 positions, the loss of one contact may not be sufficient to eliminate activity. Valle & Falgout (1998) speculate further that the second basic residue may be recognized by another Asp residue outside homology boxes 3 or 4. It is interesting to note in this context that the catalytic triad member Asp(& is indeed within hydrogen-bond distance of P2. The interaction of P2 with Asp(& would provide additional structural stability for the enzyme, given the link this bond forms between the two protein domains (Fig. 6 b) . During energy minimization of the enzyme-cofactor complex model, it was found that in the absence of substrate the two domains of the enzyme, and hence the catalytic triad residues, moved apart. A precedent for the catalytic Asp contacting an additional residue is provided by HCVpro itself, in which the catalytic Asp)" forms an ion pair with Arg""& in the βE2 strand (Kim et al., 1996) .
Additional interactions between DEN2pro and substrate that are predicted by this model are summarized in Table 2 . The DEN2pro residues Tyr%", Val&#, Asp(&, Thr""), Asp"#*, Gly"&$, Val"&&, Thr"&' and Arg"&( are all likely to contribute to binding of substrate residues between P2h and P6 (Fig. 6 b) . For the cleavage site modelled in this study (the NS2B\NS3 junction), the P4 Lys hydrogen-bonds with the hydroxyl of Thr""). Other cleavage sites in the DEN2 virus polyprotein recognized by the NS2B-NS3 protease have an Ala (NS3\ NS4A) or Ser (NS2A\NS2B and NS4A and NS5) in the P4 position. Val"&% is well placed to bind to these side-chains with β-carbons, since it lies close to, and appears to bind to, the β-methylene of Lys P4 in the model.
Concluding remarks
This study describes a structural model for DEN2pro based upon homology to the crystal structure of HCVpro. The principal aim of this study was to gain some insight into the structural basis of substrate processing by DEN2pro that could aid inhibitor design. The model predicts novel features for both substrate and cofactor binding with the protease. During the development of the model, energy minimization analyses clearly demonstrated a role for both substrate and cofactor in the stabilization of the structure of NS3pro. For example, interactions between the substrate and enzyme residues spanning the binding cleft separating the two domains of NS3pro suggest that the substrate may act as a clasp to maintain association of the two domains. The model also suggests a reason for the difference between the dengue virus and HCV proteases in their requirement for metal ions. The metal-independent protease DEN2pro may have a structurestabilizing salt bridge in place of the zinc-binding motif present in the zinc-dependent protease HCVpro. Our model also predicted that the core component of the NS2B cofactor that directly associates with NS3 may be as short as 12 residues, rather than the 40 amino acid cofactor domain which has been previously identified, and provides a structural basis for understanding the association of DEN2pro with its NS2B cofactor. By analogy with the NS4A cofactor for HCVpro, NS2B residues Gly(!-Gly)$ may be the minimum requirement for a peptide cofactor in in vitro cleavage assays. Experimental studies are now in progress to test the structural conclusions and substrate\cofactor requirements deduced from this study.
